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Advanced market-ready mobility
Navitaire dotREZ Mobility delivers a complete mobile solution,
supporting the full range of services spanning the passengers’
travel life cycle.
Navitaire dotREZ Mobility is a comprehensive native mobile application*, available
on both iOS and Android, which provides trip planning, reservations, booking
management, check-in with mobile boarding pass functionality, and ancillary
sales opportunities.
Developed to let your company give digital travelers a richly featured, omni-channel
experience, dotREZ Mobility integrates with Navitaire’s suite of market-leading
industry solutions for reservations, retailing and travel commerce. By providing a
strong mobile foundation, dotREZ Mobility empowers air and rail companies to build
a closer relationship with customers using customizable, cutting-edge options to
meet today’s demands and fuel tomorrow’s innovations.

Stay at the forefront of the mobile
revolution. Tap into new technologies
to create innovative mobile service
offerings for your clients.
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Benefits

Establish Comprehensive, Convenient Self-Service 24/7/365
■■ Creates new opportunities for customers to plan, purchase, and manage their
travel experience...on the go, anytime, anywhere
■■

Extends brand identity across customer touch-points

Omni-Channel Digital Capabilities to Reach More Customers
Delivers a complete, rich experience for passengers as they move from web to
mobile interfaces, and booking to service aspects

■■

■■

E nhances the customer experience while driving greater loyalty through sales of
flight-related and other ancillaries all via an integrated ancillary shopping cart

■■

F acilitates use of shared customer profile from carrier’s website, to provide fast
and easy “one-click” booking using a securely stored payment card

Tight Integration Provides Speed-to-Market
Deploys mobile apps that readily integrate with the full Navitaire product suite,
including New Skies® and Navitaire Rail

■■

■■

Streamlines development timelines with customizable off-the-shelf components

■■

Enables lower development, deployment and training costs through unparalleled
integration with Navitaire’s advanced dotREZ and New Skies technologies

Advanced Technology from a Trusted, Experienced Provider
■■ Leverages a scalable, integrated dotREZ platform, which powers high-growth
companies and dynamic ever-evolving passenger needs

Features

■■

 tilizes Navitaire’s common functionality to help lower implementation and
U
maintenance costs by sharing code and technologies across multiple channels

■■

 uilds on the knowledge and experience of Navitaire-trusted industry leader,
B
effectively using the latest technologies and driving ongoing innovation

Connect with Digital Travelers via a Cross-Channel Mobile and Web Experience
Supports multiple product and fare classes in availability searches

■■
■■

P rovides customers with full-featured app to book or change reservations,
check-in, issue mobile boarding passes, select seats, pay baggage fees, buy
travel insurance and get flight information

■■

 elps customers build their itinerary, add ancillaries, provide payment details and
H
complete bookings using integrated shopping cart functionality

Intuitive Design Coupled with Diverse Content
Presents graphic-rich seat map displays, with seat-specific mapping and fees as
well as calendar-based, low-fare results to travel planners

■■

■■

P erforms location-aware station searches, based on geographic proximity of
nearby airports or rail stations

■■

 enerates mobile boarding passes, which can be integrated with Apple Passbook
G
or similar Android-based solutions

■■

S upports the collection of passenger-specific travel documents, payment types
and basic profile data
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Features

Expand and Enhance Ancillary Product Sales
■■ Through the integration with Navitaire’s Travel Commerce product, promotes
revenue-generating mobile sales of bags, sports equipment and travel insurance
■■

Offers one-stop shop-buy-and-pay using an integrated shopping cart
■■

Integrates with New Skies fee options, Navitaire Travel Commerce, and
other provider solutions to facilitate sales of flight-related or travel-related
ancillaries to boost profitability.

■■

F lexible architecture integrates with carrier's travel commerce insurance, hotel and
car rental business partners

■■

Able to create tailored experience, based on each traveler’s preferences

One Package: Rapid Deployment, Advanced Technology, Integrated Products
Supports multi-language content to create customized applications to target new,
diverse customer segments

■■

■■

S hortens product implementation timeframe with a “shelf-ready” base. Launch
with initial scope, and expand functionality later.

■■

Remains compatible with dotREZ platform to leverage newest capabilities

■■

 uilt using a cross-platform toolset, dotREZ Mobile is an HTML 5
B
high-performance universal mobile web app for iOS and Android

*Navitaire dotREZ Mobility deploys as a native application, utilizing integrated device features via the
Apple App Store or Google Play. The application is built on hybrid technologies, facilitating rapid
development and deployment to multiple device platforms.

Navitaire delivers industry-leading technology services that help enable
growth, proﬁtability and innovation to more than 50 airlines and rail
companies worldwide, including many of the world’s most successful
airlines. Navitaire oﬀers a full suite of proven solutions to help clients
grow their business, reduce costs, capture new revenue sources and
readily connect with digital customers and business partners.
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